
Powerful Bioinformatic 
Support for Specialized 
Therapeutic Antibody 
Discovery 

Achieving effective sequence analysis 
across biologic drug development 
Owing to their highly targeted specificity and efficacy in treating 
disease, monoclonal antibody (mAB) drugs have grown faster 
than any other class of therapeutic drugs in recent years. 
Accompanying this, a large body of work has focused on the 
generation of smaller antibody-derived synthetic molecules and 
small non-antibody scaffolds, overcoming some of the size and 
stability limitations of monoclonal antibodies for human therapy.

While research into these varied biologic drugs spans diverse 
technologies and test species, core problems around accurately 
screening large numbers of candidate sequences to identify the 
most promising, in usefully short timescales, are common to all 
researchers and organizations undertaking therapeutic antibody 
discovery. 

With the introduction of next generation sequencing (NGS) into 
biologic drug development workflows, problems of achieving 
efficient data analysis are further compounded. 

Overcoming impediments to  
therapeutic antibody research
As the field of therapeutic antibody research expands, scientists 
face a growing need for software that enables them to efficiently 
and accurately analyze their data. 

Automating the screening, annotation and analysis of antibody 
sequences has the potential to free research scientists to spend 

less time managing data and more time focused on science.  
Highly functional bioinformatics software solutions significantly 
reduce the need to manually curate sequence data or convert it 
into different formats for sharing and archiving.  

Unfortunately, there are currently few specialist antibody 
screening and analysis platforms that can be quickly configured 
to meet the highly custom needs of specialized therapeutic 
antibody discovery organizations.

Automating critical processes in the 
antibody discovery workflow
The ability to handle different data types such as NGS or Sanger 
sequencing data, as well as numerical data coming from various 
functional assays, is key in analysis of antibody and antibody-
like molecules. Geneious Biologics is built with the goal of 
reducing problems associated with data conversion from one 
system to another. It provides an easy to use, yet powerful and 
scalable system which does not require any programming or 
bioinformatics skills.

Advanced collaboration tools allow scientists with different 
responsibilities and skill sets to output consistent results via 
standardized analysis processes. Organizations that use 
Geneious Biologics have secure access to a fully hosted cloud 
platform tailored for their needs. The platform is configured to fit 
the specific requirements of each customer before use.  These 
configurations can easily be updated via a modern, easy to use 
web interface, without the need for any custom development or 
coding.  
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Geneious Biologics supports classical antibody scaffolds such as 
IgG, sdAb, VHH, scFv and Fab, but can easily be configured to 
support more exotic scaffolds like bicyclic peptides (Bicycles™) 
and others. Many different use cases are also supported - from 
screening and discovery workflows to applications such as 
antibody repertoire analysis and comparison of experiments.

Geneious Biologics comes with bundled reference databases 
for Mouse and Human germline sequences, but other species 
or specific CDR/FR definitions can easily be added. Custom 

synthetic libraries are also supported - researchers can upload 
their own proprietary reference data if desired. Moreover, a 
default set of sequence liability checks are configured and more 
can easily be added. The current set of liability checks include; 
deamidation, isomerization, oxidation and glycosylation and 
proteolytic cleavage.

Falling off the pace: the need for specialist antibody screening software

Software for antibody screening and analysis put in 
place during early stages of a company’s antibody 
discovery lifecycle often struggles to keep up with 
increased throughput as the company experiences 
growth. Systems’ limitations often make it difficult 
for scientists to interrogate mission critical data 

effectively, ultimately slowing down the antibody 
discovery process. Faced with rapid growth in 
demand for mAb therapeutics, many companies 
require functional, integrated software solutions that 
meet their unique needs and bespoke processes.
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Figure 1. Biologic drug discovery workflow
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Uploading and pre-processing 

The user workflows, for both NGS and Sanger data, are 
summarised in Figure 2. Once the raw sequencing data 
(.ab1, fastq, etc.) has been uploaded, tools are available 
to manipulate the raw data, with different functionalities 
available to suit input data from a range of sources and 
technologies. 

To ensure that high quality data is input to the core 
analysis pipeline, various tools are available for quality 
control (QC) of the input data as well as assembly of 
forward and reverse reads prior to running the analysis. 
Merging of paired-end NGS data is also supported 
in the platform, removing the need to do any external 
data manipulations prior to uploading it into Geneious 
Biologics. Batch renaming of files helps overcome the 
challenge of achieving a consistent naming convention 
across sequences and data from varied sources, before 
depositing them into external document management 
systems. 

Rapid acceleration: therapeutic 
antibody research gains pace
The pace of antibody therapeutics development is 
accelerating fast. The annual number of antibody 
therapeutics granted approval reached double-digits 
(10) for the first time in 2017. As of mid-December 2017, 
10 antibody therapeutics were in regulatory review in 
the EU or US, and regulatory actions on their marketing 
applications are expected by the end of 2018. Based 
on company announcements and estimated clinical 
study primary completion dates, and assuming the study 
results are positive, marketing applications for at least 13 
antibody therapeutics that are now being evaluated in 
late-stage clinical studies may be submitted by the end 
of 2018. Hélène Kaplon & Janice M. Reichert 

(2018)., “Antibodies to watch in 2018”, mAbs, 10:2, 183-203

Figure 2. Antibody screening and analysis workflow across Geneious 
Biologics’ antibody discovery platform
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Core analysis

After initial QC, assembly or manual inspection, 
sequences are run through the core Geneious Biologics 
analysis pipeline.  With a very simple user interface, the 
research scientist simply selects the input data, species 
(human, mouse etc) and scaffold (scFv etc) and then 
starts the analysis. Once the analysis is completed, the 
researcher can look at their data in-depth. 

Geneious Biologics’ proprietary annotation algorithm 
is fast, being able to fully annotate approximately one million sequences in 20 minutes, 
including germline analysis and clustering, and is approximately linearly scalable. Geneious 
Biologics is more accurate than popular open source tools as shown in Figure 3 below.

Algorithm comparison
Annotating first 1000 sequences from SRR5754964 (Human)

Figure 3. Comparison of Geneious Biologics annotation algorithm with 
other well known annotation algorithms

Geneious Biologics uses a 
proprietary high throughput 
annotation pipeline capable 
of annotating, validating 
and scoring millions of 
sequences in minutes 
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Data Management and collaboration
All generated data, whether sequence, graphical or tabular 
data, can easily be exported for offline storage as documents 
(for example spreadsheets) images or sequence files. 
Additionally, import is supported via an advanced application 
programming interface (API)which enables Geneious Biologics 
users to import data from a wide variety of sources (including 
direct upload from third-party data formats such as GenBank 

and Excel) and to 
associate it with 
their sequence data 
to identify the best 
performing molecules. 

Data sharing and 
collaboration is 

possible across an entire organization, or with specific users or 
groups in the organization.  Permissions for folders can easily 
be assigned and changed, enabling quick and easy sharing of 
data and experiment summaries in a highly secure environment. 

Data interpretation
During the core analysis each sequence is annotated with 
regions (for example CDR, FR, linker) as per the pre-defined 
pipeline configuration. Once the analysis is completed, each 
sequence can be visually inspected along with the large 
amount of other relevant data that is produced for each analysis 
run. This includes a graphical report and a detailed tabular 
report, with information on germline genes, CDR/FR clusters, 
sequence liabilities, AA sequences and a lot more. 

Geneious Biologics provides access to an abundance of 
information for determining library diversity, QC of synthetic 
libraries, potential manufacturability issues, conserved regions, 
variability, germline gene usage and much more. The data is 
represented as intuitive graphics, such as multiple sequence 
alignments showing AA mutations, and variability using the 
Wu-Kabat variability index. The sequence view displays 
chromatograms for Sanger data, and annotations of relevant 
CDR/ FR regions. This view also includes annotations for found 
liability motifs and can be used for manual inspection. 

Reports with graphs provide an overview of the entire dataset 
analyzed, including quality assessment of the annotated regions 

as well as diversity of the sample and heat plots for V(D)J-gene 
combinations. When assemblies of forward and reverse Sanger 
reads are required to produce a full length antibody sequence 
prior to running it through the analysis pipeline, a Contig view is 
available for visual inspection of the assemblies. 

Clustering information produced by the pipeline can easily help 
to find rare and unique clones throughout the dataset. On top 
of this, researchers can compare experiments to dig deeper 
into panning experiments and repertoire analyses, enabling the 

discovery of novel antibody 
outliers in the data.

With Geneious Biologics 
scientists can associate 
data from functional 
assays to the annotated 
sequences output from 

the core analysis. This can assist the researcher in picking the 
best clone, for example the clone with the most efficient binding 
to the target, as well as helping find commonalities between 
clusters of high binding affinity.

Conclusion 
The increasing popularity of therapeutic antibodies represents 
an important impetus for a new branch of industry involved 
in highly specific research to identify and validate potential 
therapeutic antibody candidates. 

Faced with rapid growth 
in demand for antibody 
therapeutics, systems for 
antibody screening and 
analysis deployed early 
in an antibody research 
organization’s lifetime 
often face pressure as 
throughput increases. 
Few existing software 

providers offer solutions to meet specialist therapeutic antibody 
researchers’ unique workflows and bespoke processes. 
Geneious Biologics is developed in collaboration with industry 
partners to provide a scalable and customizable platform 
to cater for specific workflows of commercial organizations 
involved in therapeutic antibody research.

Researchers can compare 
experiments to dig deeper 
into panning experiments and 
repertoire analyses

Reports with graphs provide 
an overview of the entire 
dataset analyzed, including 
quality assessment of the 
annotated regions

Geneious Biologics provides 
a scalable and customizable 
bioinformatics platform 
to cater specifically for 
commercial organizations 
involved in therapeutic 
antibody research

Learn more about Geneious Biologics 
at geneious.com/biopharma Request a Demo
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